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Abstract 

A total coloring of a graph G  is an assignment of colors to both the vertices and edges of G , 
such that no two adjacent or incident vertices and edges of G are assigned the same colors. In 

this paper, we have discussed the total coloring of nnnnn DWBTBM ),(),( ,,  
and 

nC  and also we 

obtained the total chromatic number of nnnnn DWBTBM ),(),( ,,  and 
nC  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

All graphs consider here finite, simple and undirected graphs. Let  )(),( GEGVG    be a graph  

with the vertex set ),(GV  and the edge set )(GE , respectively.  A coloring of a graphG  is an 

assignment of colors to the vertices or edges or both.  A vertex-coloring(edge-coloring) is called 

proper coloring if no two vertices(edges)  receive the color.  There are so many different proper 

colorings such as a-coloring, b-coloring, star coloring, list coloring,  harmonious coloring, total 

coloring etc. In the present work focused  on total coloring of graphs. 

A total coloring of �, is a function CSf : ,  where )()( GEGVS   and C  is a set of colors 

to satisfies the given conditions. 
(i) no two adjacent vertices receive the same colors 
(ii) no two adjacent edges receive the same colors  
(iii) no edges and its end  vertices receive the same colors 
 
The concept of total coloring was introduced by Behzad[1] and Vizing[10]. Also they have 
posed the conjecture that for every simple graph G  has 2)()("1)(  GGG   , where 

)(G  is the maximum degree ofG . This conjecture is known as the Total Coloring Conjecture 
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(TCC). The total chromatic number )('' G of a graph G  is the minimum cardinality k  such that

G may have a total coloring by k colors.  Behzad et .al [2] proved that the total chromatic 
number of complete graph.  Rosenfeld[8] and Vijayaditya[9] verified the TCC, for any graph G
with maximum degree 3  and Kostochka[6] for maximum degree 5 .  In Borodin[4] verified 
The Total Coloring conjecture (TCC) for maximum degree ≥ 9 in planar graphs.  In recent era, 
total coloring have been extensively studied in different families of graphs. Mohan et.al[7] given 
the tight bound of Behzad and Vizing conjecture in Corona product of certain classes of graph.  
Jayaraman et.al[5] proved that the total chromatic number of double star graph families. In the 

present work, we investigate the total chromatic number of nnnnn DWBTBM ),(),( ,,  and 
nC . 

The Middle graph[5] of a graph G , denoted by )(GM is define as follows, the vertex set of 

)(GM  is )()( GEGV  .  Two vertices yx,  in the vertex set of )(GM  are adjacent in )(GM  in 

case one of the following condition holds: (i) yx,  are in )(GE  and yx,  is adjacent in G  (ii) x  is 

in ),(GV y  is in �(�)and yx,  are incident in G .  The Total graph[3] of a graph G , denoted by 

)(GT  is define as,  the vertex set of  )(GT  is )()( GEGV  .  Two vertices yx,  in the vertex set 

of )(GT  are adjacent in �(�) in case one of the following condition holds: (i) yx, are in ),(GV  

and x  is adjacent to y  in G  (ii) yx,  are in )(GE  and yx,  is adjacent inG . (ii) x  is in ),(GV

y  is in �(�)and yx,  are incident in G .  The Double Crown graph of a graph G , denoted by 


nC , is the graph obtained from the cycle nC  by attaching two pendent edges at each vertex of 

G .  The Double wheel graph, denoted by nDW , is the graph obtained by joining all vertices of a 

disjoint union of two cycles nC  to an external vertex. That is, 12 KCn  . In this paper, we have 

discussed the total coloring of nnnnn DWBTBM ),(),( ,,  
and 

nC  and also we obtained the total 

chromatic number of nnnnn DWBTBM ),(),( ,,  and 
nC .  

 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

Theorem.2.1. Let )( ,nnBM  be the middle graph of bistar graph. Then 

  32)( ,
''  nBM nn   

Proof:  Let }1:{}1:{}{}{)( , nivniuvuBV iinn   and 

}1:,{}{)( , nivvuuuvBE iinn   .  By the definition of middle graph, introduce a new 

vertices }1:{ ' niui    and }1:{ ' nivi  in the edge connecting }1:{ niuui    and 

}1:{ nivvi   and 'u  be the newly introduced vertex between u and v .  In  nnBM , , the 

vertex set and the edge set is given by 

                 }1:,,,{}{}{}{)( '''
, nivuvuuvuBMV iiiinn     

Here }1:{ ' niui   along with the vertexu  and 'u  induces a clique of order 2n , also 

}1:{ ' nivi  along with the vertex v  and 'u  induces an another clique of order 2n . 

Thus we see that there are two edge disjoint sub graph of order 2nK   
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We define the total coloring f , such that CSf : ,  where    )()( ,, nnnn BMEBMVS   and 

}32,.....3,2,1{  nC  be the set of colors.  Now we assign the total coloring to these vertices and 

edges as follows. 

       12)(  nuf                     1)( '  nuf                 22)(  nvf  
                 22)( '  nuuf                         32)( '  nvuf  

              nifornvfuf ii  1,32)()(    

      
niforiuufvfivufuf iiii  1,2)()(,)()( '''''

 

          








njiijotherwisen

nifornjiifji
vvfuuf jiji

1,,,32

1),32(mod0)(,
)()( ''''

 

           

nifor
otherwisen

ninifin
vvfuuf iiii 








 1

,,32

),32(mod0)2(,2
)()( ''

 

            nifor
otherwisen

ninifin
vvfuuf ii 








 1

,,32

),32(mod0)1(,1
)()( '''  

Using the above pattern of coloring, the graph )( ,nnBM  is total colored with 32 n  colors.  

Hence   .32)(" ,  nBM nn
 

Illustration: Total coloring of middle graph of bistar )( 4,4BM  as shown in Figure 1

 

Figure 1: Total coloring of middle graph of bistar )( 4,4BM   

Theorem.2.2. Let )( ,nnBT  be the total graph of bistar graph. Then �" �����,��� = 2� +

3.
 
 

Proof: Let }1:{}1:{}{}{)( , nivniuvuBV iinn   and   

}1:,{}{)( , nivvuuuvBE iinn   .  By the definition of total graph, introduce a new vertices 
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}1:{ ' niui    and }1:{ ' nivi   in the edge connecting }1:{ niuui    and }1:{ nivvi   

and 'u  be the newly introduced vertex between u and v .  In  nnBT , , the vertex set and the edge 

set is given by   }1:,,,{}{}{}{)( '''
, nivuvuuvuBTV iiiinn     

Here }1:{ ' niui   along with the vertexu  and 'u  induces a clique of order 2n , also 

}1:{ ' nivi  along with the vertex v  and 'u  induces an another clique of order 2n . 

Thus we see that there are two edge disjoint sub graph of order 2nK   
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We define the total coloring f , such that CSf : ,  where    )()( ,, nnnn BTEBTVS   and 

}32,.....3,2,1{  nC  be the set of colors.  Now we assign the total coloring to these vertices and 

edges as follows. 
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Using the above pattern of coloring, the graph )( ,nnBT  is total colored with 32 n  colors.  

Hence   .32)('' ,  nBT nn  
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Illustration: Total coloring of total graph of bistar )( 4,4BT  as shown in Figure 2 

 

Figure 2: Total coloring of total graph of bistar )( 4,4BT  

Theorem 2.3. Let nDW   be the Double wheel graph. Then 4,1)("  nnDWn   

Proof: Let nDW   be the double wheel graph with 12 n  vertices and n2  edges. Let 0v  be the 

apex vertex. Let },....,{ 21 nuuu  and },....,{ 21 nvvv   be the rim vertices of nDW .  In nDW , the vertex 

set and the edge set is given by   }1:,{}{ '
0 nivvvDWV iin    and 

  }1:,,,{ '''''' nieeeeDWE iiiin  where )1( niei   is an edge )1(),1( '
0 nienivv ii  is  an 

edge  )11(),1( '''
0  nienivv ii ,  is an edge )11(),11( '''

1  nienivv iii ,  is an edge 
'''

1
' ),11( nii enivv   is an edge 1vvn   and '''

ne   is an edge '
1

' vvn . 

Now we construct the total coloring ,f  such that CSf :  as follows, where

)()( nn DWEDWVS   and }12......3,2,1{  nC  be the set of colors. The total coloring is 

obtained by coloring these vertices and edges as follows.   
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It is clear that, the above method of total coloring, the graph nDW   is total colored with 12 n   

colors.  Hence 12)("  nDWn  colors.  

Illustration: Total coloring of double wheel graph 7DW  as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Total coloring of double wheel graph 7DW   

Theorem 2.4  Let 
nC   be the double crown graph. Then 5)(" 

nC  

Proof: Let 
nC  be double crown graph with n3   vertices and n3  edges. The vertex set and edge 

set is given by }2,11:{}1:{)( ,  jandnivnivCV jiin 
 

}2,11:),({}mod1;1:{)( ,,1  
 jandnivventakeninivvCE jiijiiin   

Now we construct the total coloring ,f  such that CSf : , where )()(  nn CECVS    and 

C  is the set of colors.  We assign the colors to these vertices and edges as follows. While 
coloring the value of 2mod  is equal to 0, it should be replace by 2. We consider the following 

two cases 

Case(i): When n is even 
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Illustration:  Total coloring of double crown graph 
8C  as shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4: Total coloring of double crown graph 
8C  

Case(ii): When n is odd 
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Based on the above procedure of the coloring pattern, we observe that, the graph 
nC  is total 

colored with 5 colors.  Hence 5)(" 
nC   colors. 

Illustration: Total coloring of double crown graph 
7C  as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Total coloring of double crown graph ��
�� 
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